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Royal Randwick’s exciting new grandstand
reaches for the sky with lift shafts and stairwells
already at Level Three. Picture: Steve White

SPRINGING TO LIFE
By ROD ALLEN

Royal Randwick’s exciting new
grandstand is rising from the
ground at an increasing pace and
the Australian Turf Club’s (ATC)
ambitious $150m development is
beginning to take serious shape.
Right before your eyes the site
will experience a burst of Spring
growth. More than 250 workers are
currently onsite daily and the stands
will make their presence felt on the
Randwick skyline.
Demolition of the unwanted

elements of the Paddock and
the QEII stands is complete and
construction work is in full swing.
Already lift shafts, stairwells and
the southern access drum have
reached Level Three. The basement
slab is down and brickwork has
begun. Steelwork is up to Level Two
and concrete is being poured on
Level One. The horse and pedestrian
tunnels are almost complete on both
former stand sites. Excavation is also
proceeding for the Theatre of the
Horse and the piles are complete for
the new Owner’s Pavilion.

Barring unforeseen hold-ups,
the development is on track for
use during the BMW Sydney
Carnival beginning with David Jones
Australian Derby Day on April 13.
This is a temporary handover with full
completion due in June 2013.
ATC Executive General Manager
of Property Mark Flanagan believes
that people will be able to truly grasp
the size and scale of the site when at
Royal Randwick this carnival.
“Lots of dry weather has assisted
Brookfield Multiplex in making great
headway in the last couple of months

and punters will really see a dramatic
difference,” Mr Flanagan said.
“The Theatre of the Horse is
taking shape nicely and the southern
drum is very clearly defined now.
“People will get an appreciation
of how grand the building and
surrounds are going to be.
“This is an enormous project and
we’re confident that it will measure
up with any of the great racecourses
around the world.”
ATC Chief Executive Darren
Pearce said this is one of the biggest
investments in a Sydney sporting

facility since the Homebush Olympic
site, marking a new era not only in
racing, but in the larger leisure and
entertainment market.
“Royal Randwick will be transformed
into the most sophisticated racing and
entertainment venue in Australia,” Mr
Pearce said.
“We know there will be some
inconvenience at Royal Randwick for
the Spring Carnival but the end result
will be spectacular for both members
and the general public.”
History in the making - page 4
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behind the scenes
Murray Crampton
Development Manager

On a daily basis
Murray meets
with builders,
architects, interior
designers,
suppliers and a
range of other stakeholders. He
is charged with making sure
members and customers get the
best possible facility and the
project meets the ATC vision at
every turn. Murray said this role
is the largest he has been
involved in, given the diverse
range of unique spaces in the
new development.
“We are determined to make
sure this project sets a new
standard in Australian racing and
entertainment infrastructure and
becomes one of the best racecourses
in the world,” Murray said.
The Chairman’s Club’s stunning lounge bar. The Club features the finest dining and the best views of the track and racecourse precinct.

THE ultimate spacE

Some of the biggest names in racing
and business have snapped-up
tables in the best piece of real estate
in the new grandstand – the luxurious
Chairman’s Club.
Perched over the winning post on
Level One, the Chairman’s Club is
the ultimate racing experience and

Royal Randwick into line with the
best racecourses in the world with
the inspiration for this elite space
coming from Royal Ascot, Sha Tin
and Goodwood.
Chairman’s Club members will
have their own private covered
terrace at the rear of the grandstand

“There has been an extremely high
level of interest for these fantastic
tables from those who want to enjoy
the best things in life and share them
with their friends, family and clients.”
provides members with the best
view of the track and the Theatre
of the Horse (TOTH).
It offers a five-star restaurant
dining experience with the finest
food choices available at any
sporting entertainment precinct in
the country and the special tiered
dining room means everyone will get
a fantastic view of the action.
The Chairman’s Club brings

to watch the stars of the show
parading in the TOTH.
Long-term Australian Turf Club
member Michael O’Keefe has
welcomed the opportunity to be part
of the Chairman’s Club by securing a
table at Royal Randwick.
“I have been a member of the
Chairman’s Club at Flemington for
about ten years and I am happy to
relinquish my membership down there

and take up a table here in Sydney,
the city I live in,” Mr O’Keefe said.
“I looked at the plans and am very
happy with the table I have and I am
looking forward to using it a lot more
than I was able to at Flemington.”
Australian Turf Club Chairman
John Cornish said the club was
proving very popular with those who
loved racing and wanted the best.
“There has been an extremely
high level of interest for these
fantastic tables from those who want
to enjoy the best things in life and
share them with their friends, family
and clients,” Mr Cornish said.
“The elite club experience has
proved popular at the great race tracks
around the world and we are very proud
to present this fantastic opportunity.
“It is the best of the best and the
food and beverage choices on offer
are top class.”
There are 52 tables of six or eight
available on an annual basis with the
membership capped at 350.
“These spaces have been benchmarked against the best in the
world and they represent a new level
of corporate entertaining at one of
the country’s most iconic sites,”
Mr Cornish said.

Nevesh Ramdhani
Royal Randwick
Racecourse Manager

Since taking on
the role in late
2010, Nevesh
has turned the
Randwick track
into a truly
world-class racing surface. While
the redevelopment work has been
disruptive at times, the course
proper is in fantastic shape.
“Our greatest challenge has
been Sydney’s weather and the
rain at crucial times of the year,”
Nevesh said.
The redevelopment has
inspired Nevesh’s team to dig
deeper and aim higher.
“I can’t wait for the Theatre of
the Horse and the spectacle it will
create for the crowd,” he said.

Naomi Morgan-Jones
Membership
Communications Manager
Communicating
with members is a
number one
priority at the
ATC. Naomi
works with the
Marketing and Property teams to
ensure members are kept up to

speed on all of the exciting
developments at Royal Randwick.
“Our members are really interested
in what is going on onsite,” Naomi
said. “Our phones are running hot
with enquiries from current
members and also lots of new
people wanting to sign up in time
for when the grandstand is
completed in 2013. It is a really
exciting time at Royal Randwick
and members won’t be disappointed
with what is to come.”

Tanya McManus
Raceday Events
and Operations Manager

Tanya has been
busy organising
staff training,
selecting uniforms
and a host of
other projects in
readiness for the completion of
the new grandstand and
entertainment precinct. “It will be
world class,” Tanya said of the
redevelopment. “For me, coming
from a background of working at
race courses in England and
Ireland and seeing what they are
like, it will absolutely stand up
against the best.
“It is so exciting to see a
facility like this in Sydney.”

Royal Randwick’s world class Chairman’s Club will deliver the ultimate race day experience.
Do not miss your opportunity to secure a table.
Contact Julie Harris, Race Day Sales Supervisor P | 02 9663 8517

New menus
spoil diners
for choice

Margaret Helback
Heritage Officer

Margaret’s team
of Archivists and
Heritage
Volunteers have
Royal Randwick’s
rich history in
sterling order. It has been a
massive project to sort, catalogue
and research the thousands of
photographs and pieces of
memorabilia and you can expect to
see more on show than ever before.
Margaret and her team are
also playing a major role in
recording the redevelopment of
Royal Randwick.
“The ATC is committed to
preserving and presenting the
history of thoroughbred horse
racing,” Margaret said. “The
volunteers bring these images
to life with their memories and
dedicated research.”

royal randwick’s exclusive chairman’s club
on sale now – limited tables

Tiered dining means you can enjoy a fantastic meal and still see all of the action.

Views like this from the Level One terrace will enable patrons to connect with the entire Royal Randwick precinct.

Inside a new world of
style and sophistication
A new benchmark in style and
sophistication will be set by the
interior of the new Royal Randwick
grandstand.
The contemporary and timeless
styles, finishes and fixtures used by
the award-winning combination of
designers Woods Bagot and building
architect Fitzpatrick+Partners will
transform the Sydney racing and
entertainment experience.
Handed a brief to seamlessly
combine luxury and style with
excellence in amenity and technology,
Woods Bagot has produced a
breathtaking setting for destination
dining and entertainment facilities for
racing and social events alike.
Woods Bagot Lifestyle Sector Leader,
Wade Little said the vision for the project
was to reinvigorate the destination
as the heart of Sydney racing and

entertainment as well as rivaling the
top racecourses of the world.
“There is no precedence for this
level of finish in an Australian racing
venue,” Mr Little said.
“Every element of this design has
been heavily considered and that is
about providing the most enjoyable
journey and experience on the day.”
A key focus of the interior design
was to enhance the myriad of new
spaces throughout the Randwick
redevelopment and make them work
together. Mr Little said there were light
spaces and dark spaces and all had
a herringbone-inspired pattern and
detail matched to the size of the room.
“The Ground Floor is a large public
space with 7.5m high ceilings and
is 60m long and the gestures need
to be huge and the patterns need to
reflect the scale,” Mr Little said.

“When we get to the corporate
boxes and the Chairman’s Club we
take everything down to a finer scale
but you will still see some referential
elements in the design system. It is
the level of detail that changes and
the scale of that pattern making.
“Our drivers are around the racing
experience.
“It is the height of fashion and you
get dressed up and wear the best
clothes you own when you go to the
racecourse and that is one of the
things we kept coming back to.
“We believe the overall design is
quite timeless and will not date easily.”
Woods Bagot recently designed the
interiors for The Ivy entertainment
complex on George Street, Mui
Mui and Prada in the city, Qantas
Lounges Worldwide and Pendolino’s
Restaurant in the Strand Arcade.

The nEW grandstand at Royal
Randwick will see a culinary revolution
at the race track with patrons treated
to a new standard of dining and a
wider variety of choice.
Australian Turf Club Executive Chef
George Mullen said the new range of
restaurants and food outlets would
offer everything from fast, fresh and
healthy grazing options to top-notch a
la carte restaurant menus.
“We will see an increased level of
quality that will be up to restaurant
standards to compliment the gorgeous
new rooms and outlets the project is
delivering,” Mr Mullen said.
He said the Club would move
away from traditional buffets to
contemporary a la carte menus in the
reserved dining rooms.
“The rooms will feature seasonal
a la carte menus and there will be
casual reserved grazing menus for
those looking for a more unstructured
approach to race day dining,” Mr
Mullen said.
“Naturally the Chairman’s Club will
be the ultimate dining area in the new
stand and the personalised menus will
feature a wide variety of options for
the most discerning guests.”
Options for members will range from
informal cafe-type outlets through to
casual grazing style, up to a premium
offer of a three-course a la carte menu
with afternoon tea options.
A lot of research is going into the
food and the service equipment and
many customers will be able to settle
accounts using electronic tap-andgo technology.
“We are planning to work closely
with dieticians and nutritionists to
introduce healthy options for those
customers who may have concerns

about their diet or those who may
choose to eat more healthily,” Mr
Mullen said.
“We have worked intensively with
kitchen planners and designers to
ensure that we have the very best
work space and equipment to service
this exciting project.
“I am currently heavily involved
in the decision-making process on
equipment specifications for all areas.
“There have been incredible
advances in kitchen technology over
recent years resulting in hard-to-believe
developments in catering equipment.”
While the members will notice a
major step-up in class, those in the
general admission areas will also be
spoiled for choice.
“General admission customers
will be able to choose from cafe and
fast food menu choices, informal
meals up to reserved seats in an a la
carte environment with tiered seating
overlooking the home straight,” Mr
Mullen said.
“You will be able to buy barista
coffee complimented with pastries and
‘house made’ sandwiches featuring
artisan breads.
“There will be fast food featuring
in-house burgers, bespoke hot dogs
in addition to casual informal areas for
guests to enjoy a relaxed self-service
style of meal.
“There will be a variety of casual,
quick food, ‘grab and go’ choices
embracing customer demands for
healthy alternatives and an increased
use of sustainably-sourced produce
throughout the menus.
“We will be focusing on value,
identifying that many customers
are being mindful when it comes to
discretionary spending.”
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Royal Randwick looks like a construction
site and that is all part of the plan.
Our ambitious major renovation project is
in full swing and you will see plenty of activity
as our amazing facilities begin to take shape.
The demolition is complete and all that
remains are the bones of the old structures
that we will use for the new grandstand.
The foundations are in, the basement
slabs are complete and already we see lift
shafts and stairwells rising to the height of
Level Three of the five-level structure.
From here on in you will witness the
actual buildings popping out of the ground
and the true scale and beauty of the project
will be more apparent.
The Theatre of the Horse (pictured) site is
under full excavation and the foundations
are in for the new Owner’s Pavilion.
The tunnels that take our superstar horses
from the TOTH to the race track are in place.
Please accept our apologies for the
disruption that this work will have on the

Spring Carnival. But I can assure you the
short term pain will be worth it when you
see how fantastic the new grandstand
will be when it opens next year.
Royal Randwick will be the envy of
every other racecourse in the world and
it will raise the benchmark for sporting
entertainment hospitality in Australia.
I am particularly excited about the
Chairman’s Club which will be the
ultimate racing experience with the best
view of all of the action.
My dedicated and savvy board of
Directors and our smart and committed
team of Executives have ensured we are
taking some major steps forward. We are
focused on making our racecourse the
best it can be and when we hand it back
to the members and the general public
next year it will truly be one of the best
facilities in the world.

John Cornish, Chairman, Australian Turf Club

For the latest video updates
about Sydney racing scan
the QR code with your
smartphone or visit ATCtv
at theraces.com.au
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The 1959 AJC St Leger at Royal Randwick
won by Bardshah from Valerius and Chicola.

History in the making
Grandstand facilities have come a long
way since this photograph was taken of Royal
Randwick at full capacity more than 50 years
ago. It was not unusual for Australian Jockey
Club carnival meetings to host crowds of 50,000
in the 1950’s and Sydney-siders who flocked
to the track were thrilled if they managed to
snare a spot on the wooden bench seats.
There were few facilities in grandstands
of that time and those unable to find cover
below the top decks were at the mercy of
the elements, explains Australian Turf Club
Heritage Officer Margaret Helback.
“The grandstands did not accommodate
bookmakers or tote windows,” Mrs Helback
said. “Punters had to go into the ring and the
tote house for placing their wages before and
after each race.”
The photograph is of the 1959 AJC St Leger
won by Bardshah from Valerius and Chicola.
Only three horses competed in the race,
and the odds-on favourite Valerius was beaten
by a splendid tactical ride from Ray Selkrig
on Bardshah. This was the first race of the
1959 AJC Autumn Carnival on Saturday 28th
March. Also on the program that day was the
Doncaster Handicap (won by Tudor Hill).

“The picture was taken as the horses pull up
after passing the post,” Mrs Helback said.
“In the background on the right is the old
Paddock Stand built around 1912.
“The smaller stand at the end of the
Paddock Stand is the Queen’s Stand which
was built in approximately 1914. The stand on
the left hand side is the St Leger Stand.”
The structure in front of the Paddock Stand
with the clock on the top is the judge’s and
steward’s box and semaphore board for the
posting of results and correct weight.
Mrs Helback, who credits this fantastic
research with the team of heritage volunteers,
said when these stands were built in the early
1900’s they were considered to offer the
greatest level of comfort racegoers had seen at
that time.
“When the recently-demolished Queen Elizabeth
Stand was built in 1969 it greatly improved the
facilities for patrons,” Mrs Helback said.
“The new grandstand under construction is a
significant development in the evolution of Royal
Randwick racecourse and will offer the racing
public a standard of comfort not before seen.”
The ATC is keeping a daily photographic record
of the building progress for historical purposes.

